PPI-Detect: A support vector machine model for sequence-based prediction of protein-protein interactions.
The prediction of peptide-protein or protein-protein interactions (PPI) is a challenging task, especially if amino acid sequences are the only information available. Machine learning methods allow us to exploit the information content in PPI datasets. However, the numerical codification of these datasets often influences the performance of data mining approaches. Here, we introduce a procedure for the general-purpose numerical codification of polypeptides. This procedure transforms pairs of amino acid sequences into a machine learning-friendly vector, whose elements represent numerical descriptors of residues in proteins. We used this numerical encoding procedure for the development of a support vector machine model (PPI-Detect), which allows predicting whether two proteins will interact or not. PPI-Detect (https://ppi-detect.zmb.uni-due.de/) outperforms state of the art sequence-based predictors of PPI. We employed PPI-Detect for the analysis of derivatives of EPI-X4, an endogenous peptide inhibitor of CXCR4, a G-protein-coupled receptor. There, we identified with high accuracy those peptides which bind better than EPI-X4 to the receptor. Also using PPI-Detect, we designed a novel peptide and then experimentally established its anti-CXCR4 activity. © 2019 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.